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Abstract
Weprovide experimental and theoretical insight into single-emitter lasing effects in a quantumdot
(QD)-microlaser under controlled variation of background gain provided by off-resonant discrete
gain centers. For that purpose, we apply an advanced two-color excitation concept where the
background gain contribution of off-resonantQDs can be continuously tuned by precisely balancing
the relative excitation power of two lasers emitting at different wavelengths. In this way, by selectively
exciting a single resonantQDand off-resonantQDs, we identify distinct single-QD signatures in the
lasing characteristics and distinguish between gain contributions of a single resonant emitter and a
countable number of off-resonant background emitters to the optical output of themicrolaser. Our
work addresses the important questionwhether single-QD lasing is feasible in experimentally
accessible systems and shows that, for the investigatedmicrolaser, the single-QD gain needs to be
supported by the background gain contribution of off-resonantQDs to reach the transition to lasing.
Interestingly, while a singleQDcannot drive the investigatedmicropillar into lasing, its relative
contribution to the emission can be as high as 70% and it dominates the statistics of emitted photons
in the intermediate excitation regime below threshold.

1. Introduction

On theway towards the ultimate thresholdless semiconductor nanolaser [1], with only a single quantumdot
(QD) as gainmedium, the threemain challenges are (i) developing the required technology to realize such
devices, (ii) identifying lasing threshold, and (iii) proving experimentally that a singleQD is solely responsible for
reaching it. Recent advances inmaterial quality and the fabrication of semiconductormicro- and nano-lasers
have already allowed researchers to approach the regimewhere a singleQD can substantiallymodulate the
optical gain [2–7]. So far, self-assembledQDs in semiconductormicrocavities feature the highest optical quality
in terms of oscillator strength, quantum efficiency and coherence properties [8], giving a chance to eventually
approach the single-emitter lasing regime.However, in the presently availableQD-cavity systems non-negligible
gain contribution by non-resonant transitions is still necessary to overcome the laser threshold [5, 9, 10]. To
better control the coupling behavior and the gain contribution of a single resonant emitter, integrating a single
self-assembledQD into a high-qualitymicrocavity will be interesting in further optimizations. However, this
integration is a complicated task that requires sophisticated techniques, such as site-controlled growth [11–15]
or in situ lithography [16–18]. Deterministically-positionedQDs have been successfully applied in the past to
realize high-quality single-photon sources [19, 20], but up until nowhave not been demonstrated to provide
sufficient optical gain to reach the lasing threshold in a single-QDdevice.
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In contrast, state-of-the-art QD-basedmicrolasers have solely been based on self-assembledQDs placed
randomly on the active area of themicrolaser [2, 3, 5].Most of theseQDs can contribute to the output of the
microlaser in an uncontrolledway, and only a small fraction of themhave suitable spectral positions so they can
be tuned through the cavitymode by, e.g., temperature tuning. Eventually, scenarioswith only a singleQD in
spectral resonance (but not necessarily spatiallymatched)with the cavitymode are possible. Nevertheless, the
requirements for such a singleQDdevice to lase are very demanding. Even for a spontaneous emission factor
(β-factor) close to unity, in which case spontaneous emission of the resonant emitter is almost solely directed
into the lasermode, the light–matter coupling rate has to overcome the cavity loss rate at least by a factor of two
[21]. In practice, it requires to combine cavities with a high quality factor (Q) and strong light–matter
interaction, leading towards the coherent strong coupling regime [10, 22]. In this case the required highQ-factor
microresonators with smallmode volumes foster the illumination of the cavitymode by off-resonantQDs
[23, 24]which in turn has significant impact on the transition to lasing.Here, even spectrally far off-resonant
emitters can couple to the cavitymode by a combination of differentmechanisms, i.e., due to the interaction of
QD excitations with acoustic phonons [25], Auger-like scattering processes [26, 27, 34] andCoulomb
interactionwithmulti-exciton states [28]. By thesemechanisms, off-resonantQDs can feed the cavitymode
within awide energy range of tens ofmeV and contribute to lasing. In the regime of increased excitation that is
typical for laser applications, the dominantmechanism is the formation ofmulti-exciton states, the transitions
of which can be in close spectral vicinity to the cavitymode even if the associated exciton resonance is strongly
detuned. Small remaining energy differences on themeV scale are efficiently bridged predominantly by Auger-
assisted scattering of carriers in theQD states with carriers inWL states that are occupied at sufficiently strong
excitation at whichQD emission saturates. This combination has been demonstrated to form an emission
background that is resonant with themode [26, 28, 43]. In this context, a better understanding of the influence of
individual in- and off-resonantQDs on the lasing behavior is needed andwill be crucial for the design and
operation of futuremicro- and nano-lasers. This information is also an important contribution to the ongoing
very active discussion in the semiconductor community about the possibility for a singleQD to provide enough
gain to initiate and sustain lasing [10, 29–33]. Interestingly, and in spite of their central role, the influence of off-
resonantly coupledQDs on the lasing behavior has not been described in a controlled and comprehensive way so
far.We address this open issue by using a versatile two-color excitation schemewith support from amicroscopic
laser theory. Our research gives important insight on the impact of background gain provided by off-resonant
QDs in a regimewhere the emission is dominated by a single resonantQD.

The structure under study is a high-quality low-mode volumeGaAs-basedQD-micropillar cavity
containing a single layer of self-assembledQDswith an inhomogeneously broadened energy distribution of
≈50 meV.Our goal is to control the gain contribution of off-resonantly coupledQDs in ourmicrolaser and to
distinguish their influence on the lasing behavior from that of the desired resonantQD. This allows us to identify
fingerprints of different gain contributions to the laser output and, as a result, distinguish between devices with
only oneQDandwith a fewQDs constituting the gain of themicrolaser, simply by varying the relative intensity
of two excitation lasers.We do so by using a two-color excitation scheme: the targetQD gain is selectively
addressed by resonant excitation of its spectrally narrowp-shell resonance, while the gain of the off-resonantly
coupledQDs is controlled simultaneously by above-band excitation. Thereby, the ratio between the two
different excitation powers is used to control the relative contribution of the off-resonant emitters to the device
output. A similar excitation approach has been used previously to control the gain in optical amplifiers from
additional quantum-dashes in addition to a quantum-well gain, enabling a novelmechanism for lasing based on
a two-photon excitation process [55]. In general, nanolasers operating in the high-β regime do not show a
pronounced and typical laser characteristics in the input–output curve [32]. Therefore, the identification of the
lasing threshold for a nanolaser is a challenging task that usually requires to take into account different emission
characteristics including the photon statistics of emission [7, 35–41]. In this context, we apply amicroscopic
semiconductor lasermodel to precisely determine the threshold of the investigatedmicrolaser in the different
experimental scenarios. Following this approach, we obtain a comprehensive understanding of the laser’s
threshold and itsβ-factor, which in our experiment is a function of the background gain contribution due to the
different coupling coefficients of the resonantQDand background (BG) emitters.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Sample properties
For our present study it is crucial that theQD in resonance couples efficiently to the cavitymode and that the
contribution of the off-resonant emitters to the laser output is non-negligible. Therefore, we have used a high
quality factor »( )Q 15000 low-mode volumemicropillar with a diameter of 1.8 μm,maximizing the light–
matter coupling strength between the exciton transition of the resonantQDand the fundamental cavitymode.
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The gainmedium consists of a single layer of self-assembled InGaAsQDs, with an Indium content of about 40%
and an areal density of -10 cm10 2 in the center of aGaAsλ-cavity. TheseQDs feature a large oscillator strength,
which in combinationwith the lowmode-volumemicropillar ensures pronounced light–matter interaction that
facilitates reaching the strong coupling regime [24]with pronounced singleQD lasing effects [10]. On top
(bottom) of the central GaAs cavity 26 (30) pairs of AlAs/GaAs layers acting as high reflective distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBR)were grown. Themicropillar was realized by high-resolution electron-beam lithography and
plasma etching. A scanning electronmicrograph of a processed free standingmicropillar is shown infigure 1(a).
Theλ-cavity is visible in this picture as the thicker central horizontal section. The sample was cleaved to gain
optical access to themicropillar cavity from the side (in the direction perpendicular to themicropillar axis). This
enables direct andwavelength-independent excitation of theQDs [44]. For further details on the sample layout
and processingwe refer to [45].

To gain insight into the lasing characteristics of theQD-micropillar structure, its optical outputwas studied
as a function of excitation power using themicro-photoluminescence (μPL) setup schematically shown in
figure 1(b). This setup has a perpendicular configuration of the excitation and the detection paths. Themain
advantage of side-excitation here is that the laser light is not (partially) blocked by the stop-band of the topDBR
[46]. Therefore, an efficient and homogeneous, i.e. wavelength-independent, excitation of theQDs can be
realized. Furthermore, the perpendicular excitation and detection paths provide a natural rejection of a large
fraction of the pump lasers’ light in detection—an advantage that is particularly important for pumping
wavelengths close to themicropillar’s resonance frequency. To selectively excite a singleQD resonant with the
cavitymode, we apply a quasi-resonant p-shell excitation scheme using a tunable semiconductor infrared (IR)
laser with linewidth below 100 kHz (0.41 neV). The optical above-band excitation of the sample is carried out by
a frequency doubledNd:YAG laser emitting at awavelength of 532 nm (further referred to as green excitation).
The output power of each laser can be independently attenuated via a set of variable density filters before they are
combined on a beam-splitter and focused on the sample by a lateral objective featuring high numerical aperture
of 0.4 and longworking distance of 20 mm.The sample ismounted in a variable temperatureHe-flow cryostat
and kept at constant temperature of 25 K formost of the experiments. The far-field emission of the fundamental
cavitymode is in perpendicular direction to the excitation path.

Based on the arealQDdensity of thewafer, we estimate an amount of@250 dotswithin the active layer of a
micropillar with 1.8 μmdiameter. Due to the self-assembled character ofQDgrowth, there is a high variability
in theQDemission energy and the spatial position.Nevertheless, about 5QD lines are in the spectral proximity
of the lasingmode and can be studied by fine-tuningwith respect to the cavitymode. In the present case, the
chosenQDexcitonic transition couples strongly to the cavitymode at a resonance temperature of 25 K. At the
same time, the spectral density of spectatorQDs is high enough to provide enough background gain to overcome
the lasing threshold.

Above-band excitation is used to excite the BG emitters. Carriers are generated in the barriermaterial, from
where they are captured equally into all QDs irrespective of their transition energies. In contrast, to address a
targetQD selectively either a resonant (s-shell) or a quasi resonant (p-shell) excitation scheme has to be
employed.We choose p-shell excitation formost of the experiments because, in comparisonwith s-shell
excitation, laser stray-light suppression is less demanding and to rule out a possible transfer of coherence from
the exciting laser to themicrolaser. To determine the energy of the p-shell forQDs in themicropillar of interest,
we perform an excitationwavelength-dependentmeasurement, i.e.micro-photoluminescence excitation

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electronmicrograph (SEM) of an exemplary processed free standingmicropillar. The bottomdistributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) is only partly etched. (b) Sketch of the experimentalmicro-photoluminescence (μPL) setupwith a configuration of
lateral excitation and axial detection.
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(μPLE), at low excitation powers (not shownhere).Whenever the laser energy is resonant with a p-shell (or
another higher energy resonance) of aQD,we see a sharpmaximum in the emission intensity at the energy of
thisQD and the cavitymode due to efficient pumping of the correspondingQD followed by the excitation
transfer into the cavitymode due to off-resonantQD-cavity coupling. The response of themode gets stronger
the less detuned aQD iswith respect to the cavity due tomore efficient non-resonant cavity feeding.We selected
theQDwith the strongest p-shell resonance to coherently interact with the cavitymode. It can be tuned into
resonancewith the lasermode and exhibits a splitting between the s-shell and the p-shell of≈13 meV. This
splitting is small in comparison to typical values of∼25–30 meV for standard In(Ga)AsQDs [47–49], which is in
agreementwith an enhanced in-plane spatial extension of investigatedQDswith enhanced oscillator strengh of
about 25.

2.2.Optical characterization
First, we evaluate the influence of the BG emitters on themicrolaser characteristics by examining the power-
dependent emission spectra in two limiting cases: selective p-shell excitation of a targetQD in resonancewith the
cavitymode (figure 2(a)) and non-selective above-band excitationwith a green laser of all QDs in the gain
medium (figure 2(b)).

The qualitative differences between the two cases are visible in the two panels offigure 2.Using above-band
excitation (figure 2(a)), theQDemission lines (indicated by green arrows) exhibit larger linewidths at low
excitation and broaden strongly with increasing excitation power. At high excitation�5 μW, the spectrum is
dominated by the cavitymode and strong broadband background so that singleQD emission lines cannot be
resolved anymore. These observations can be attributed to the fact that a large number of high-energy carriers
are created in thewhole structure that undergomulti-stage relaxation processes into the lowest energy states in
theQDs. At higher excitation powers, when the confined states in theQDs are saturated, the recombination
takes place fromhigher-energy states in the structure (wetting layer,WL orGaAs barriermaterial). This
constitutes an additional background that contributes to the output of themicropillar, and it eventually gets
stronger than the emission from singleQDs experiencing saturation. In contrast, figure 2(b) depicts the spectral
dependencewhen only the p-shell of the selectedQD is pumped. Due to a lower amount of carriers and less
decoherence in the system,QD lines are narrower and do not broaden significantly with increasing excitation
power, so that they can be individually resolved in thewhole covered excitation range. Interestingly, even though
we are using quasi-resonant excitation of a targetQD, off-resonantQDs are still visible in the spectrum. This
observation can be explained by the strong light–matter coupling in the structure leading to cavitymediated
coupling between theQDs as discussed above. In this process, a targetQD emits a photon that is stored in the
cavity and afterwards transferred via one of the off-resonant couplingmechanisms, i.e. interactionwith acoustic
phonons, Auger-like scattering or Coulomb interactionwithmulti-excitonic states, to an off-resonantQD.An
analog effect was previously observed in resonance fluorescence (RF) experiments on the same sample [50].
Another possibility is that due to relatively shallow confining potential of the investigatedQDs, the p-shell

Figure 2.Power-dependent emission spectra for the case of only above-band (green) excitation (a) and only p-shell (IR) excitation of
the targetQD in resonancewith the cavitymode (b). The energy difference is relative to the central energy of the cavitymode emission
at high excitation powers. The off-resonantQDs aremarked by green arrows. Panels (c) and (d) show the ratio of the integrated total
singleQD and cavitymode intensity (area between the black dotted lines in (a) and (b)) and the residual area of the spectrum for the
two respective excitation schemes.
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overlaps energetically with the tail of the density of states in theWL. This would result in non-zero probability of
scattering carriers created in the p-shell state out of theQD towards theWL [51] (instead of relaxing to the s-shell
of the targetQD). Since carriers in theWL can be captured into any of theQDs in the active region, this effect
would be a detrimental factor to the selectiveness of our quasi-resonant excitation scheme.

To further quantify the difference in the response of the systemunder the two applied excitation schemes, we
evaluate the singleQD and the BG emitters’ contribution to the spectra in terms of integrated intensities. For this
purpose, we calculate the ratio between theQD in resonancewith the cavitymode (selected range ismarked as
dotted lines in figures 2(a) and (b)) and the integrated intensity of the rest of the presented spectrum (outside the
dotted lines). Figure 2(c) depicts the system response under non-resonant excitation. The ratio shows a strong
nonlinear increase in favor of the cavitymode contribution starting from P≈1 μWshowing thatmost of the
emission is funneled into the cavitymode and contributes to themicrolaser output. This can be attributed to
reaching the onset of stimulated emission and resembles a typical input–output laser characteristics.With
increasing excitation power, the cavity ismore effectively fed by the off-resonant emitters, which is reflected in a
decreasing contribution of their intensity to the total intensity—a behavior thatwe consider asfingerprint of
lasing action. Figure 2(d) shows the described ratio for the quasi-resonant IR pumping scenario. Noteworthy, at
low excitation powers, under p-shell excitation the cavity is fedmore efficiently thanwhen the above-band
pump is applied, as it is indicated by the≈7%higher value of the ratio at low pumppowers. This behavior can be
attributed to strong coupling of the singleQD in resonance to the cavitymode. The steeper initial increase in the
ratio of the intensities is a fingerprint of the single-QDnonlinearity proving that indeed in this excitation range
the contribution of the BG emitters is negligible. The subsequent power-dependent evolution differs strongly
from the above-band excitation scenario depicted infigure 2(c). For the p-shell excitation of the target QD, the
ratio stays almost constant within≈5%–10%variation and does not scale proportionally to the excitation
power. This supports the interpretation that excitation of the system comes almost exclusively from a single
emitter (at low excitation powers), which undergoes saturation for intermediate to high excitation powers.

2.3.Microscopic lasermodel for resonantQDandBG emitters
To gain further insight in the presented input–output curves and their interrelationwith single-QD lasing, we
employ a theoretical lasermodel that accounts for the semiconductor gainmedium. As discussed in the
introduction, a combination of non-resonant couplingmechanisms causes detuned transitions to emit
resonantly into the cavitymode. For this reason, we use an effective picture, where the resonant contributions of
NBG BG emitters are accounted for along the lines of Re. 43, and their Jaynes–Cummings couplingwith the
cavitymode is considered in addition to the gain of themain single, resonantQD. In the following, we label
quantities referring to the singleQDwith ξ=QDand those referring to transitions of the BG emitters with
ξ=BG.Ourmicroscopicmodel is based on the approach introduced in [52] and consists of a set of coupled
dynamical equations derived from theHamiltonian for the electronic states of theQDemitters, photons of the
quantized electromagnetic field, and the interaction betweenQD excitations and photons in the lasermode. A
set of coupled dynamical equations is derived for the intracavitymean photon number á ñ( )†b b , and carrier
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Hereκ is the cavity loss rate, xg denotes the coupling constant of theQD in resonance or that of the off-resonant

emitters, and the operators †c , †v annihilate (create) a carrier in the s-shell conduction- or valence-band state of
each emitter. Operators †b address photons in the lasermode. The rate Rp s

e h, describes the creation of excited
carriers in the laser levels via scattering that follows excitation from the two pump sources, green and IR, with
respective pumppowers Pg and P .IR These excited carriers are created into the energetically higher p-states via a
relaxation-time approximation. The spontaneous recombination of carriers into nonlasingmodes is given by
the rate Rnl that depend on theβ-factors of the resonantQD (bQD) and the BG emitters b( ).BG The dynamics of
equations (1)–(3) is determined by a balance of these interaction processes with the environment and the light–
matter interaction of the single resonant and NBG backgroundQDs via photon-assisted polarizations
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with the dephasing Gx associatedwith theQD transitions resonant with the lasermode. This equation contains
the spontaneous-emission contributionµf fe h and the stimulated emission or absorption terms proportional to
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the intra-cavitymean photon number that also appears in rate–equation theories.While the rate equations
could be obtained by adiabatically eliminating the photon-assisted polarizations, we calculate the full dynamics
and the dynamics of higher-order carrier-photon correlations d á ñ† †b bc c , d á ñ† †b bv v , d á ñ† † †b b bv c , and d á ñ† †b b bb
as described in the appendix B. These equations allow us to calculate the second-order photon-correlation
function at zero time delay t =( )( )g 02 , which contains information on the statistical properties of the emission
differentiating between single-photon character t = <( ( ) )( )g 0 1 ,2 thermal t = =( ( ) )( )g 0 2 ,2 and coherent

t = =( ( ) )( )g 0 12 emission.
We determine the light–matter coupling-strength xg and theβ-factor individually for the resonant and off-

resonant case on the basis of experimental data obtained under purely green or IR excitation as shown infigure 3,
see appendix B for further details. These parameters are used in all the following calculations and only the pump
rates are varied to obtain the two-color excitation plots.

To further understand the nature of excitation in our system, it is important to note that the two
components of the gain in our lasermodel (resonantQDandBG emitters) are coupled via the common light
field of the cavity. This leads to the effect that the resonantQD can in fact be indirectly excited by background
excitation by reabsorbing cavity photons that were emitted from the detuned BG emitters, and vice-versa. It is
therefore not possible to separate the system into resonant and background parts other than by switching off the
corresponding light–matter coupling completely, a possibility that is reserved to theory alone and that has been
used to obtain figure 6(c).

Our evaluation of the experimental data using non-resonant excitation confirms that emitters that are
spectrally and spatially detuned from the cavitymode exhibit a weaker light–matter coupling strength and, thus,
a lowerβ-factor than the singleQD in resonancewith the cavitymode. Consequently, theβ-factor of the
coupled system consisting of resonant andBG emitters depends sensitively on the contribution of each of them.
It is possible to quantify an effectiveβ-factor from equations (2) to (4) by considering only the spontaneous-
emission contributions and solving equation (4) adiabatically. In this case, an effectiveβ-factor can be expressed
as (see appendix B)

b
b b
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In the limit of vanishing contributions fromBG emitters, beff takes on the high bQD value of the resonant
emitter, whereas a significantly lower b b=eff BG is observed in the case of a dominating background. Viaλ, not
only the number of BG emitters enters, but also the respective coupling strength, taking into account theweaker
coupling of detuned emitters.

The value of this effectiveβ-factorβeff implicitly depends on the excitation rates of resonant andBG emitters
and can, thereby, be tuned aswe discuss in the following section. Note thatmore intricatemany-body effects can
already lead to deviations from a constantβ-factor of the resonant andBGQDs (bBG and bQD), amore detailed
study of which is beyond the scope of the present work [42, 43].

Figure 3.Experimental (dots) and theoretical (line) input–output characteristics for (a) only exciting above-band (green) and (b) only
exciting the p-shell of the targetQD (IR). The experimental points of the targetQD in resonance with the cavitymodewere calculated
by integrating the Rabi-doublet area of the spectra, delimitedwith dotted lines in figures 2(a) and (b). In both panels the laser
threshold, defined in the numericalmodel as á ñ =n 1,Ph is indicatedwith a dashed blue line.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Background controlled lasing in aQD-micropillar system
The experimental input–output curves for the two limiting cases, using only above-band excitation and only
quasi-resonant p-shell excitation of the targetQD are shown infigures 3(a) and (b) together with the theoretical
results. The latter ones are plotted versus the respective pump rates, whichwe consider to depend linearly with
the excitation powers. TheAppendix A provides details on how the input-parameters for the theory are
determined from the results presented in figure 3. In the case of above-band excitation, inwhich all QDs are
excited and can contribute to the gain, the input–output dependence shows the pronounced s-shape that is
characteristic for the onset of stimulated emission inmicrolasers. In contrast, the p-shell excitation scenario
results in nearly linear behavior over thewholemeasured range.Noteworthy, saturation at some point on the
input–output curvewould be expected for this latter scenario, but is not observed. Further experiments (see
appendix) in a resonant pumping scenario demonstrate that theQD in resonance is indeed saturating under
strong p-shell excitation.However, the fact that we do not observe saturation in the input–output curve (see
figure 3(b)) shows that the off-resonant emitters are also (unintentionally) excited and can even dominate the
output of theQD-micropillar at high pump rates.

The clearly different behavior between both panels infigure 3 demonstrates that our two-color excitation
scheme can be used to both understand and tailor the output characteristics of a few-QD semiconductor
microlaser, including theβ-factor, by selectivemanipulation of the resonant and background gain contribution.

Up to now, the two limiting cases of either exciting dominantly the single target QDor all QDs in the
micropillar have been presented. Now,we analyze the transition between themby gradually unbalancing
between the two different pumps and continuousmeasurement of theQD-micropillar output characteristics.
The results of full two-color excitationmeasurements are shown as excitationmaps infigure 4 as obtained from
experiment (panel (a)) and from the theoreticalmodel (panel (b)).

The horizontal axis represents the strength of the above-band excitation. Increasing the corresponding
pump-rate correspondsmainly to increased excitation of the off-resonant emitters in themicropillar. In the
vertical direction, p-shell excitation of the target singleQD is increased. The blue dashed line in the left panel
corresponds to the usual definition of threshold power á ñ =( )n 1 ,Ph determined from the numerical
calculations bymatching the calculated input–output characteristics to the experimentallymeasured one.
Noteworthy, the qualitative agreement between the experimental and the theorymaps is very high. The
presentedmaps prove that the difference between input–output curves for the limiting cases is not related to
different scaling factors for the excitation power but indeed to the fact that achieving lasing conditions with a
singleQDgain is rather challenging.

To visualize the change in the shape of the input–output curve, diagonal cross-sections through the 2Dmap
are presented infigure 5 at positions indicated by the colored solid lines infigure 4(a). The upper- and lower-
most input–output curves correspond to the two limiting cases shown infigures 3(a) and (b). The diagonal
cross-sections correspond to the input–output characteristics atfixed ratios r=1, 7, 50 between both excitation

Figure 4.Experimental (left) andmodeled (right)dependence of the emission intensity on the excitation conditions in the two-color
excitation scheme. The blue dashed line in both panels represents the lasing threshold according to the usual definition á ñ =n 1Ph for
microlasers. Above this line (lighter colors areas) themicropillar output is dominated by stimulated emission. The ratio r is defined as
the excitation power of the green laser divided by the excitation power of the IR laser.
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powers, i.e., constant contribution-percentage of the off-resonant emitters. The input–output curves infigure 5
are plotted against the sumof both excitation powers. The complementary theory curves are also shown in the
same panel together with a horizontal (blue dashed) line associatedwith amean photon number á ñ =n 1,Ph

indicative for the lasing threshold. It can be clearly seen that the increase of the off-resonant emitter-
contribution causes the s-shape in the transition regime to becomemore pronounced and the threshold position
shifts towards lower total excitation powers. Interestingly, the higher fraction of light coupled into the cavity
mode from the BG emitters with less ideal light–matter coupling strength simultaneously degrades the effective
β-factor of the emission.We quantify this effect on the basis of equation (5), which is evaluated numerically. The
result is shown in figure 6(a): themaximal achievable effectiveβ-factor of 0.37 in case of dominant p-resonant
excitation is stillmore than two times smaller than theβ-factor for the target resonantQD,whichwe extract to
be 0.9 frommatching the result shown infigure 3 for selective IR excitation of the singleQDonly (without any
background emission). This indicates that evenweak above-band excitationwith a pump rate as low as
10−4 ps−1 introduces significant BG-emitter related occupation of the cavitymode.Noteworthy, for only above-
band excitation of the system and in the strong excitation regime, the effectiveβ-factor drops to values close to
bBG=0.25, evidencing the dominant role of the BG emitters in this range. Only in the regime of intermediate
IR pump rates, the singleQD gains ameaningful contribution so that itsfingerprint becomes visible in the
microlaser characteristics. In this low excitation regime, these characteristics distinguish between amicrolaser
with only single-QDgain and amulti-QD laser.

Similar regions can be identified in the photon statistics. The calculated t =( )( )g 02 map is presented in
figure 6(b). Also in this case the behavior is non-monotonic withPIR: generally, in the low excitation regime,

t = =( )( )g 0 22 reflects the thermal character of the emission from theQDensemble. This at first sight
unexpected behavior is explained by the fact that a small fraction ofPIR also drives the background. In a realistic
case of exciting 100 BG emitters by 1%, their spontaneous emission becomes comparable to the contribution of
the single resonantQD. Then light is thermal, because the single-QDbecomes ‘part of the ensemble’.With
increasing carrier population, i.e. highPIR spontaneous emission becomes faster, as it is proportional to the
populations ( fe×fh), and once inversion is reached, stimulated emission sets in for the single-QDbut not for
the BG emitters. Therefore, the single-QD contribution dominates the statistical properties of the emission only
at higher excitation, revealing non-classical behavior and antibunching. Interestingly, even if therewas no
fraction ofPIR driving the background, wewould observe a similar effect, because photons emitted into the
cavity by the single-QDwere re-absorbed by the backgroundQDs, so that even then, the emissionwould be
thermal at very lowPIR. At high incoherent excitation (usingPG) coherent emission is reached at pump rates of
about 0.1 ps−1. Since a small fraction of the p-shell excitation also drives the BG emitters, coherent emission can
also be approachedwhen PIR is further increased, even though the single-QD alone does not provide sufficient
gain to cross the laser threshold. Noteworthy, from t = >( )( )g 0 12 (see figure 6(b))we can conclude that the
laser emission is not reached for themaximum PIR values used in our experiment (despite of á ñn 1Ph ).

Both the effectiveβ-factor and t =( )( )g 02 dependences on the excitation power can be traced back to the
relative contribution of the single-QD andBG emitters to the output of themicrolaser presented infigure 6(c).
This intensitymap presents the relative contribution of a singleQD to the emission evaluated as a relative
difference between the total emission (BG emitters and the single-QD) and the BG emitters’ emission only (in

Figure 5.Diagonal cross-sections through the 2Dmap (indicatedwith the corresponding colors in the previousfigure) for three
different green to IR excitation power ratios r=1, 7 and 50 (corresponding to constant relative contribution of the off-resonant
emitters to the gain) together with the previously shown limiting cases are plotted versus the sumof both excitation powers. The
symbols correspond to the experimental data of the 2Dmap and the lines to the calculations shown in figure 4. The blue dashed line
indicates the lasing threshold á ñ =( )n 1Ph as extracted from the theory fit to the experimental data.
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which case the single-QD is removed in themodeling). This cannot be realized in our experiments, as the
presence of the single-QD is noticeable even if is not directly excited. Thus, the theoretical analysis gives
important insight beyond the experimentally accessible regime and is very informative as it separates the two
contributions to themicrolaser output (for details see appendix). Noteworthy, this analysis that goes well
beyond the description of conventional semiconductor lasers inwhich the gain contribution of a single emitter is
insignificant. It reveals contributions of up to 70%of the emission intensity due to a single resonantQDand
unveils regionswhere the emission of a single-QD shows saturation (at high IR excitation pump rates exceeding
0.1 ps−1). In their sum, the isolated contribution of the single-QD and the effectiveβ-factor provide important
insight into the interplay of resonant and background contributions in a nanolaser that can operate close to the
ideal regime of single-emitter lasing. This insight could not be obtained from t =( )( )g 02 alone, which is amore
intricate quantity as it reflects the properties of the photons in the cavity, rather than their origin. At the same
time, the autocorrelation function obtained fromourmicroscopicmodel demonstrates that a single device can
be operated in any regime of non-classical, coherent, or thermal emission by choosing the resonant (IR) and
background (green) excitation to realize any point in the two-colormaps. Due to the high relevance of the
photon statistics to understand the nature of themicropillar emission, it will be interesting to address the
autocorrelation function under two-color excitation in future experimental studies in order to confirm the
predictions offigure 6(b).

4. Conclusions

Wehave presented a comprehensive experimental and theoretical analysis of the relative gain contribution of a
single resonant emitter and background emitters that are off-resonant in the single-QD lasing regime.
Experimentally, this study is enabled by a two-color excitation scheme in a lateral excitation/axial detection

Figure 6.With the two-color pump rates on both axes, numerical results are shown for (a) the effectiveβ-factor, (b) t =( )( )g 0 ,2 and
(c) the contribution of the single target QD to the totalmicropillar output, which is evaluated as the relative difference between the
total emission intensity of the full system, and the total emission of the BG emitters for parameters corresponding to the system
investigated experimentally. In all graphs the laser threshold á ñ =( )n 1Ph ismarked by a blue dashed line.
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experimental configuration inwhichQDs can be excited directly at anywavelength. The contribution of the off-
resonantQDs is controlled optically by above-band excitation,meanwhile the single-QD in resonance is excited
selectively via its p-shell. This advanced excitation scheme allowed us to demonstrate and control a transition
between a devicewith characteristics similar to those of amacroscopic laser withQD-ensemble gain, and a
microlaser fed by a very limited and discrete gainwhich requires a quantum-optical description of the
interaction between theQDemitters and photons in the cavity. Our study provides important insight into the
operation of high-qualitymicrolasers close to the limiting case of the thresholdless single-emitter laser. In
particular, it allows us to distinguish between a single- and amultiple-QD laser, a taskwhich cannot be done
solely based on the input–output characteristics.

We reveal that a dominant single-QDgain contribution leads to a higher effectiveβ-factor. This is a key
aspect of ourwork, which shows that, in contrast the usual understanding, theβ-factor is not constant for a
givenmicrocavity system, but depends on and can be controlled by the specific excitation conditions
determining the effective gain. The dominant single-QD role is further evidenced in the photon statistics. Both,
the lasing threshold and the effectiveβ-factor, strongly depend on non-resonant gain contribution.
Nevertheless, even if the efficiency of the spontaneous-emission coupling to the lasingmode is degraded by off-
resonant emitters, lasing conditions can be reached in our systemdue to additional emitters.

The developed experimental approach is a very powerful technique enabling continuous change of the output
characteristics of a singlemicrolaser device using selective excitation of its gain. It constitutes an alternative tomore
complicated schemes, where precise or even deterministic control of the position, number, andoptical
characteristics ofQDs in the activematerial during growthor processing is utilized.Our analysis demonstrates that
theoff-resonantQDs lower the threshold power and result in restoring a pronounced s-shape in the input–output
curve, but simultaneously cause a drop in the effectiveβ-factor of ourQD-basedmicropillar laser. Therefore, the
contribution of the non-resonantQDs canbeused to control and tailor those two correlated laser parameters. As
such ourwork provides important insight into the relative contributionof a resonant emitter andnon-resonant
BGemitters on the emission properties of amicrolaser, whichwill be of high relevance for the further development
ofmicro- andnanolasers towards theultimate thresholdless single-quantum-dot laser.
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AppendixA

In themain textfigure 3(b), onewould expect saturation behavior of the input–output curve under p-shell
excitation of the targetQD.However, saturation is not observed and that can be attributed to different reasons,
e.g., due to insufficient excitation power or due to contribution of off-resonant emitters. Here, we describe
experimental findings that clarify the reasonwhy the expected saturation is not observed. For that, we study the
limiting case of truly selective excitation of a targetQD, i.e., strictly resonant s-shell excitation has been
employed. In that case none of the BG (off-resonant) emitters is excited directly as the laser energy is tuned to
match theQDX transition of the targetQD strongly-coupled and in resonancewith the cavitymode.
Interestingly, a residual excitation redistribution via the cavitymode due to cavity-mediated coupling between
the dots is still visible in the broad range spectrum (not-shown here). So that even under resonant s-shell
excitation of the targetQD the BG emitters light up, although their contribution to the emission is negligible in
comparison to the targetQD in resonance with the cavitymode. For this proof-of-principle experiment, aQD-
micropillar (with vacuumRabi splitting as large as 127 μeV) in the same investigated sample was chosen to
enable extraction of the signal of the targetQD coupled to the cavitymode even in the case of non-ideal laser
suppression. The same tunable IR laser is also used for strictly resonant s-shell excitation, but in this case,
additionalmeasures have to be taken to suppress stray light excitation, i.e., polarization rejection of the resonant
laser and spatial filtering of the detected signal using confocal configuration [53].

In the RF intensitymap (figure A1(b)) aswell as in the single low-excitation spectrum (figure A1(a)), a strong
resonance at theQDX energy (markedwith green dotted–dashed line) and twomuchweakermaxima are
visible. Thesemaxima, that are two orders ofmagnitudeweaker than themain resonance, correspond to the
Rabi doublet and are indicated by the dotted–dashed black line in both panels. Themiddle peak contains the
contribution from the emission and laser scattered on the (uncoupled)QDXaswell as undesired laser stray
light. The corresponding input–output curve is presented infigure A1(c). The sumof integrated intensities of
the Rabi doublet (evaluated after subtracting the fittedmiddle resonance) is depicted on the vertical axis. TheQD
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X transition shows saturation at an excitation power of around 150 nW, which is 2 orders of magnitude
lower than typically for off-resonant excitation of the QDs. This clearly illustrates higher excitation
efficiency of resonant driving. This proves that only a single QD is feeding the cavity as intended. However,
this single QD does not provide enough gain to drive the system into lasing as shown also previously for
similar system [10]. This has important consequences for the interpretation of figure 3(b) in themain text.
Taking into account the different excitation efficiencies of various excitation schemes, the saturation of the
single QDwould still be expected in the range of excitation powers available for p-shell excitation. The fact
that we do not observe its signatures in the input–output curve (see figure 3(b) in themain text) shows that
indeed the off-resonant emitters are directly excited and can even dominate the output of the QD-
micropillar at high excitation.

Appendix B

The present work draws on lasers with two distinct excitationwavelengths to address a selected resonantQD and
the BG emitters and to investigate the influence of the latter on the former. The theoretical investigation is based
on amodified version of the semiconductor lasermodel established in [52], while considering the two-color
excitation scheme as realized in the experiment.

B.1. Laser equations
We start from amicroscopicHamiltonian for theQD electronic states, the quantized electromagnetic field, and
the interaction of theQDexcitonic transitionswith photons in the cavitymode to obtain the coupled
semiconductor laser equations for the carrier dynamics nf ,e h, photons dynamics á ñ†b b , and the dynamics of the

photon assisted polarization á ñn n
† †b v c , as well as higher-order correlation functions between electronic and

photonic operators. For details, we refer to [52], where the laser equations are derived up to the level of the
second-order photon autocorrelation function ( )( )g 0 .2

The experiment realizes the particular situation, where a singleQD emitter is tuned into perfect resonance
with the cavitymode, while a numberN of additional emitters acts as a background that is detuned from the
mode. In the laser equations, we distinguish these two components by an index ξ denoting the resonant dot

Figure A1. Strongly-coupled singleQDexciton (X) and cavity photon under resonant (s-shell) excitation. All energies are relative with
respect to the laser energy (indicated by green dotted–dashed vertical line in (a) and (b)) resonant with the bare (uncoupled)QDX
transition. (a)Resonance fluorescence (RF) spectrum at intermediate excitation power of 10 nW.TheRabi doublet ismarkedwith
black dotted–dashed vertical lines; (b) 2DRF intensitymap as a function of excitation power; (c) integrated RF intensity of the Rabi
doublet as a function of excitation power. The s-shell excitation power of 10 nW (corresponding to spectrum in (a)) is indicated by a
dashed black line in panels (b) and (c).
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(QD) and the BG emitters.With this, themean photon number is determined by

 åká ñ = - á ñ + á ñ + á ñ
x

x x x
=

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )† † † † † †
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b b b b g b v c g b v c
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and contains contributions from the photon-assisted polarization of both the resonant and detuned emitters
(the second summation is over all BG emitters). Cavity losses are included as the rate k2 .

The photon-assisted polarization is the central quantity of the lasermodel, as it contains the physical
processes of spontaneous and stimulated emission caused by the light–matter interaction. As the parameters
differ for the two different subsystems, it also depends on x:
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In this equation,Γ is a phenomenological broadening of theQDtransition, the termproportional to theQDs-shell
electron andholepopulation results in the spontaneous emission contribution,while stimulated emission or
absorption is proportional to themean intra-cavity photonnumber and the inversionof each emitter.

TheQDcarrier populationof the lowest energy s-states is determinedby the interplay of recombination into the
lasermode via thephoton-assisted polarization, radiative losses intonon-lasingmodes b t= - n n( )R f f1 ,e h

nl sp

and in-scattering of carriers from the energetically higherQDp-states at rates nR :p
e h,
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Non-resonant carrier excitation ismodeled by carrier generation into the higherQDp-states, either via direct
excitation in case of IR excitation at rate P ,IR or via in-scattering of carriers that are excited into the energetically
higher-lying states of the barriermaterial by green laser excitation at rate P :G
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The dependence of the rate nRp
e h, on both PIR and PG ismotivated by the experimental fact that a small fraction

of the the IR laser is also captured by the BG emitters.
To access the second-order correlation function given by

d
= +
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† †
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weconsider for each subsystemexpectation values containing up to four photonoperators in the arising hierarchy,
while higher-order correlation functions are truncated [52].However, as above, thehigher-order correlation
functionmust bemodifiedwith respect to the equation given in [52] to account for the two-excitation-scheme:
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B.2. Choice of parameters
As described in the context offigure 3 in themain text, the parameters of the two subsystems (BG emitters and
single resonantQD) are based on a comparison between theory and experiment using green and IR excitation
separately. This comparison is done bymatching the calculated input–output characteristics to themeasured
one. Theβ factors of the resonantQD b =( )0.9QD and the background b =( )0.25BG are determined by the
matching the height of the jump between experimental and theoretical results.

Anestimate for the light–matter coupling constant of m=g 50 eVQD for the resonantQDis known from
experimentalmeasurements andprovides anupperbound for the coupling constant of theBGemitters, forwhichwe
use m=g 20 eV.BG AQ-factorof 15 000hasbeendeterminedexperimentally for the lasermode.Typical values are
used for the relaxation rates (1 ps and2 ps for electrons andholes, respectively) and thedephasing rates
( mG = 1.36 eVQD and mG = 80 eVBG ).Wehave checked that small variationsof thedephasing rates result in
qualitatively the samebehavior.N=160BGemitters havebeenused.Theseparameters havebeenused for all
calculations throughout themanuscript.

The BG emitters are distributed over a spectral range of tens ofmeV. In principle, depending on the
individual detuning situation, cavity-feeding rates differ for all emitters, especially due to the differences in the
efficiency of the underlying off-resonant couplingmechanisms. Since the exact spectral positions are not known
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and in order to avoidmicroscopic calculations of phonon- or Auger-assisted feeding rates [27, 34, 54], we
consider their contribution as an ensemble average. An effective light–matter coupling andβ factor is
determined that apply equally for all BG emitters in themodel.

B.3.Derivation of the effective spontaneous emission factor
In themain textweprovide an analytical formula for the effective spontaneous emission factor of the joint system
of resonant dot and theBGemitters that couples to the samephotonicmode. Per definition, the spontaneous
emission factor is the fraction of the total spontaneous emission that is funneled into the cavitymode, i.e.

b
g

g g
=

+
( ), B.91

1 nl

where gl and gnl are the rate of spontaneous emission into the lasing and nonlasingmodes, respectively. From
the semiconductor lasermodel with the two-color excitation scheme, we define an effectiveβ factor as
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In the steady state, the spontaneous emission rate from each subsystem is given by

g = á ñx
x x x ( )† †N g b v c2 B.11l

2

and depends on the photon-assisted polarization, the value of which can be obtained by solving its
corresponding equation ofmotion in the steady state

k= - + G á ñ +x x x x x( ) ( )† †b v c f f0 . B.12e h

Note that we have omitted the stimulated emission channel, as only photons stemming from spontaneous
emission enter the definition and computation of theβ factor. The loss into the nonlasingmodes can be read
from the population dynamics in the s-shell and is given by
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By combining the above equations and using the definition of the light–matter coupling in terms of the
spontaneous emission time [52]
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we obtain the expression used in themain text for the effective β-factor
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